We present a proof system for message-passing process calculi with recursion. The key inference rule to deal with recursive processes is a version of Unique Fixpoint Induction for process abstractions.
Introduction
The last decade has seen much research into verication techniques for concurrent systems. However in order to realise the potential bene ts of this research it is essential that these techniques be applicable to in nite state systems. There are many di erent sources for the in nite nature of concurrent systems and in a series of papers, HL95a, HL96], we have investigated one such source, by focusing on message-passing processes algebras. Systems described in these languages are typically in nite state because of the domain of messages transmitted between processes are often in nite.
Our general approach has been to abstract from concrete reasoning about the transmission of actual data values, and its e ect on the behaviour of processes, and to develop symbolic methods for such reasoning. For example in HL95a] we have developed symbolic transition systems for messagepassing processes and generalised the well-known bisimulation checking algorithms, CPS89], to work at this symbolic level, while in HL96] we have Supported by the EU KIT Project SYMSEM. y Also supported by EPSRC grant no. GR/K60701 z Also supported by the National Science Foundation of China.
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generalised the equational approach to veri cation, Mil89] , by developing a proof system for deducing that message-passing processes are semantically equivalent. The present paper is a contribution to this latter line of research.
Let us rst review this proof system. It uses judgements of the form b T = U where b is a boolean expression and T; U are message-passing process descriptions. This is interpreted as: in all instantiations which satisfy the boolean expression b the processes T and U are semantically equivalent. The proof rules are suitable generalisations of the simple equation based proof systems, which allow the instantiation of a set of equations and the substitution of equals for equals, together with some rules which depend on establishing identities between message expressions. For example consider processes P; Q of the form c?x: if b then T else U ; c?x:R respectively. In order to establish true P = Q; an instance of substitution of equals for equals will reduce it to the proof obligation true ( if b then T else U ) = R: A proof rule for case analysis will then reduce this to the two obligations b T = R and :b U = R:
The proof then proceeds by trying to discharge both of these obligations. Presumably the reasoning will be at least a little di erent in both cases and in general will depend on the messages involved; speci cally on the consequences of the boolean expression b. An example of a proof rule which depends on the message domain is OUTPUT b j = e = e 0 ; b T = U b c!e:T = c!e 0 :U Here c!e:T denotes a process which sends the value of the message expression e along the channel c and then execute T. To establish that two such processes c!e:T and c!e 0 :U are semantically equivalent under the assumption b it is su cient to establish two subgoals. The rst, b j = e = e 0 , is an assertion about the message-passing domain which must be established with some independent theorem prover, while the second, b T = U, is a subgoal which can be tackled within the main proof system.
The aim of this paper is to extend these proof systems to recursively de ned message-passing processes and to investigate the extent to which they are complete.
A typical example of a recursively de ned process is given by P(= c?x:d!jxj:P:
This de nes a process which repeatedly inputs a value, say an integer n, on the channel c and outputs its absolute value jnj on the channel d.
A natural proof rule to handle such processes is Unique Fixpoint Induction, Mil84]. In general if P is a process de ned recursively by a de nition P(= D where P is guarded in D, then to prove that Q is semantically equivalent to P it is su cient to establish that Q is a xed point of the equation is semantically equivalent to P, de ned above, it is su cient, by this rule, to establish true Q = c?x:d!jxj:Q: This can easily be proved using the proof system of HL96], if we are allowed a Recursion Unfolding rule for recursively de ned processes, whereby the term Q can be freely rewritten to its de nition c?x: if x < 0 then d!(?x):Q else d!x:Q ; the proof relies on two facts about the domain of messages, x < 0 j = jxj = ?x and :(x < 0) j = jxj = x:
To have a reasonably expressive language it is natural to allow parameterised de nition of processes such as Phxi(= c!x:c?y:P(y):
However in the presence of such de nitions the Unique Fixpoint Induction rule, as naively expressed above, is unsound. As an example consider the de nition Qhxi(= c!jxj:c?y:Q(y):
The judgement
is obviously untrue but is can be established using the Unique Fixpoint Induction rule above from the judgement x 0 P(x) = c!jxj:c?y:P(y):
This in turn can be established by rst unfolding the de nition of P(x) then applying the OUTPUT rule mentioned above.
In this paper we develop a sound version of Unique Fixpoint Induction appropriate to parameterised recursive de nitions. The key point is to recognise that de nitions such as that for Phxi in fact de ne abstractions which more formally could be written as P(= x c!x:c?y:P(y):
This means that our language for message-passing processes is extended in a functional manner to allow abstractions over data domains, and the application of these abstractions to data expressions. In this extended language Unique Fixpoint Induction is only applied to abstractions and we show that restricted in this manner it is sound. Although this might appear to limit its applicability we also show that we can derive a version of Unique Fixpoint Induction for arbitrary terms which is also sound; this derived version contains restrictions on the free variables occurring in the assumptions of judgements. We also give a partial completeness theorem for the proof system. In Mil89] the corresponding proof system for pure processes is complete for regular processes, where process de nitions are only allowed to use action pre xing and choice. Here we show that our proof system is also complete for a suitable extension of the notion of guarded regular to message-passing processes.
We end this section with a brief outline of the rest of the paper. The next section contains a description of the process language we consider together with a brief review of the late operational semantics. This is followed by a section devoted to an exposition of the proof system which also contains the statement of the main completeness proof. This is the topic of the next section which is then followed by a section showing how to adapt the 
The Language
We presuppose a set of base types for message values, such as int, bool etc., ranged over by . Then the set of types of process abstractions or terms is given by ::= process j ! :
For each base type , we assume a set of channel names Chan = fc; :::g, a set of message expressions Exp = fe; :::g containing a set of values of that type, Val , and a set of data variables Var = fx; y; z; :::g. We also assume a set of process identi ers ID = fX ; Y ; Z ; :::g, for each abstraction type .
The formation rules for terms in the language is given in Figure 1 . The main type for terms is process and the formation rules for these terms should be straightforward for readers familiar with process algebras such as CCS; in addition to the usual process operators we have a simple form of boolean guards, b ! T, rather than the more usual if then else construct. We also have elementary formation rules concerned with abstraction with respect to base types and application. Throughout the remainder of the paper we assume that all terms are well-typed according to these rules but to aid readability we omit all references to types unless their inclusion is strictly necessary. We will also write c?x:T for c? xT.
A data substitution is a family of partial functions from Var to Exp , indexed by base types. We use ; : : : to denote data substitutions, and write e=x] for the data substitution that sends x to e. The application of data substitutions is slightly complicated because an abstraction such as x:T binds all occurrences of the data variable x in T. This induces the usual notions of bound and free variables of terms; the set of free variables of a term T is denoted fv(T ). We also have the standard de nition of -equivalence between terms, denoted . So when applying a data substitution to a term T to obtain the term T bound variables are renamed when necessary to avoid capture and is applied to all occurrences of data expressions. This presupposes a reasonable notion of substitution on data expressions, the application of to a data expression e to obtain the data expression e .
An abstraction substitution is a type respecting partial function from process identi ers to dataclosed terms, i.e. terms with no free occurrences of data variables. For example F=X], or F i =X i j1
i m], is the abstraction substitution that sends X i to F i for 1 i m. We will often simply write F i =X i ji] when the range of i is clear from the context. The application of an abstraction substitution to a term T syntactically replaces all occurrences of abstraction identi ers in T by the corresponding terms.
An data evaluation is a particular kind of data substitution which maps every variable to a value of the appropriate type. We use (e), or e , to denote the result of applying the data evaluation to the data expression e. We now turn our attention to the operational semantics of the language. For readers familiar with Mil89, HL96] this is perfectly straightforward. A term T of type process may include abstraction identi ers from ID and the behaviour of T will depend on declarations which associate abstraction terms with these identi ers. Let Id(T ) denote the set of abstraction identi er occurring in T. If X : , where has the form 1 ! 2 : : : n ! process, then a de nition for X has the form X ( F where F is a data{closed term of the form x 1 x 2 : : : x n T. We will often informally render such a de nition as Id(F i ) fX 1 ; :::; X n g; X i = X j implies i = j. When such a D is a declaration we say each X i is declared in D. X i is guarded in D if every occurrence of X i in any F j is within some subexpression :T of F j . D is guarded if every X i is guarded in D. We will con ne our attention to guarded declarations.
As is well-known, in the setting of message{ passing process algebras there are two reasonable notions of bisimulation equivalence, namely late and early, MPW92, HL95a] . The main body of this paper will concentrate on late bisimulation but we will outline brie y in Section 5 how the theory developed for the late case can be adapted to early bisimulation.
The (late) operational semantics of our language is given in Figure 2 We use l to denote the largest late strong bisimulation. This de nition only applies to data-closed terms of type process. However it is extended to data-closed terms of arbitrary type by structural induction on types: for F; G of type ! we let F l G if Fv l Gv for all v 2 Val . Finally it is extended to arbitrary open terms by letting T l U if T l U for every data-instantiation .
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The object of the paper is to develop a proof system to deduce statements of the form T l U.
The Proof System
The proof system we design is an extension of that The rules given in Figure 4 are speci cally designed to handle the new constructs in the language, recursive declarations, abstraction and application. The rst two are concerned with the introduction of new de nitions, a step which can always be carried out, and their elimination, which is allowed provided the de nitions being eliminated do not concern abstraction identi ers which occur in the conclusion. This is followed by the UNFOLD rule, also discussed in the Introduction, and a version of Unique Fixpoint Induction. Finally we have very standard rules for the introduction, application and elimination of -abstractions and -reduction. As with the rules for process manipulation in Figure 3 these rules form a basis for a proof system for manipulating abstractions and recursive de nitions, and on top of which more interesting rules can be derived. Two such examples are:
`D x(Tx) = T -cong T = U xT = xU whose derivation we leave to the reader. This new form of UFI does make the system easier to use but there is still an apparent restriction to the application of UFI-O because conclusions must involve terms of the form X(x). As an example of where this might cause problems consider the following de nitions:
The two terms A(2x) and B(3x) are semantically equivalent but none of our versions of UFI can be used to directly concludè This is an instance of quite a general strategy which indicates the power of the derived rule UFI-O.
Soundness and Completeness
The soundness of the system is relatively straightforward. The only di culty is the Unique Fixpoint Induction rule whose soundness depends on the following proposition, a generalisation of Proposition 14, page 104 of Mil89]. Proof: It is su cient to show that each axiom in A is sound and each of the proof rules preserves soundness. We concentrate on UFI.
Suppose G l F G=X]. Directly from the operational semantics we can check that X l F X=X] and so, since the declaration is guarded, we can immediately apply the previous Proposition to conclude G l X.
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It is unrealistic to expect that the system is complete. Even pure CCS, or our language with a trivial one point message-domain, is Turing complete in the presence of the parallel and restriction operators. However in Mil84, Mil89, BK88] complete proof systems are obtained for regular processes, where action pre xing and choice, +, are the only operators allowed in declarations. This leads to the following de nition. For the language in question it is straightforward to develop a version of symbolic semantics as de ned in HL96, HL95a] , to which we refer the reader for details. The symbolic operational semantics is given in Figure 6 We By Proposition 4.11 there exists a standard
5 Early Bisimulation
The early operational semantics of our language can be obtained by simple changes to the rules in We use e to denote the largest early strong bisimulation.
2
This relation generalizes naturally to open terms by letting T e U i T e U for any , and to abstractions by letting F e G i Fx e Gx.
For early symbolic operational semantics we use the same set of rules as in Figure 6 . Early symbolic bisimulation is de ned similarly as in the late case: 
De nition 5.2 (Early Symbolic Bisimulations) S is a early strong symbolic bisimulation if S ESB(S).
2 Let E = f b E g be the largest late strong symbolic bisimulation. Note that the only di erence between early and late symbolic bisimulations is in the restriction on the free data variables of the partition B when matching an input action: in the early case B is allowed to have the input variable free, so that the value space for the input variable can be partitioned; while in the late case this is forbidden. It is easy to see that both EA and E-INPUT are sound with respect to early bisimulation. EA is adapted from Parrow and Sangiorgi's axiomatisation for early bisimulation of the -calculus ( PS93]), while E-INPUT was used in our earlier work on proof systems for recursion{free message{ passing processes ( HL96] Extending the results to unguarded de nitions is more complicated. The process S inputs any natural number and immediately outputs 0. R, on the other hand, inputs a number, counts down the number to 0 and then outputs 0. It is apparent that these two processes are semantically equivalent but they can not be proved equivalent in our proof system, or indeed in any straightforward extension of it. Intuitively the semantic equivalence between these two processes depends on the inductive nature of the natural numbers which is not re ected anywhere in our proof system. Formally the judgements of our proof system are satis ed in any model of the natural numbers, including non-standard ones; however S and R are not semantically equivalent when the data expressions are interpreted in a non-standard model and therefore S = R can not be a judgement of the system.
In order to develop proof systems in which judgements such as S = R can be derived it seems necessary to have the ability, within the proof system, to derive statements of type process using induction over the data domain. One way to introduce this type of induction, for example for the natural numbers, is as follows: Assume T; U : N ! process. Theǹ D T(0) = U(0) T(n) = U(n)`D T(n + 1) = U(n + 1) D T = U With such a rule one can derive judgements such as`D S = R although Unique Fixpoint Induction is also required.
One possible method for implementing such a proof system is using a general purpose theorem prover such as Isabelle ( Pau94] ) and COQ ( DFH + 93]). A new type of object would be required, called process, and this type would have associated with it particular proof rules, essentially those of our proof system, Figures 3 and 4 . Then the extra inductive proof strategies based on the data domains would be automatically inherited from the representation of the data within the general purpose theorem prover.
Nevertheless we conjecture that our restricted proof system will still of considerable use for a large class of problems, particularly those connected with protocol speci cation where by and large relatively simple use is made of the data being transmitted and received. However this conjecture can only be tested by examining a wide range of case studies and seeing where it is necessary to have the power of induction over the data domains. This paper has concentrated entirely on extending the approach of HL96] to recursively de ned message passing processes but we end with some brief pointers to some other approaches to handling data dependent processes. Standard techniques from the theory of algebraic speci cations are used in GP90] to develop a modularised algebraic approach to the process language ACP augmented with message-passing while in CR94] the theory of abstract interpretation is brought to bear on a language very similar to which we have considered. A much more practical approach, based on similar ideas, is taken in YY91] to verifying ADA programs. Finally CGL92] contains an instance of the use of abstraction in model checking.
While this paper was rewritten one of the authors formulated a version of unique xpoint induction for the -calculus The only di erence is that this rule works at a more abstract level: here F; G are (closed) abstractions.
In the present work we have used de nitions and declarations instead of the x operator, because one objective of the current work is to provide a theoretical basis for practical applications, and recursive de nitions with process constants are easier to used in applications than the x operator.
